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UNDERSTANDING THE LONGWAVE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CYCLE

THAT WAS THE WEEK THAT WAS
Monday, July 29th

Front Page Headline, Business
Insider – “Will American Consumers Grab the Economic
Baton?
Monday, July 29th
Gluskin Sheff Chief Economist David Rosenberg poses an interesting illustration of the various stages of the current
U.S. economic recovery: ‘I think the charts below speak for themselves and I like them because they underscore my
current stream of consciousness regarding the current business cycle, which is moving in stages. Stage I was driven
by government stimulus. Stage II was fuelled by the manufacturing recovery with the ISM index nearing a 60 reading in 2011. Stage III was all about the housing revival which is continuing for now, but the recent rolling over of the
homebuilding stocks suggests a dose of caution is warranted. Stage IV must be the American consumer grabbing
the torch, or else the U.S. economy will stagnate or perhaps even contract in the coming year. This is the spoke in
the wheel. The good news is that we are adding payroll numbers of about 200,000 monthly, wages are beginning to
show a pulse and consumer confidence has reached a cycle high. We’ll have to wait for the hard data to confirm the
soft signals being sent by the confidence numbers, before we can confirm that the American consumer has grabbed
the economic baton.”
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•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “The Bay to Buy Saks for $2.9 Billion (U.S.). Hudson’s Bay Co. – founded
in 1670 and based in Toronto – announces it has agreed to acquire luxury retailer Saks Inc. for $2.9 billion (U.S.)
including debt, creating a company that will operate 320 stores in North America. Hudson’s Bay – Canada’s largest
department store chain – expects the takeover, which combines the Lord and Taylor and Saks Fifth Avenue brands, to
produce $100 million (CAD) – ($97 million U.S.) – in cost savings within three years. Under the terms of the agreement, there is a 40-day grace period, during which Saks may solicit bids from third parties.”

•

Front Page Headline, Business Insider – “Detroit’s Failure Explained on One Chart. In a new report by the Bank
of America Merrill Lynch, analyst Michelle Meyer notes: ‘The tide began to turn in the late 1970s /early 1980s when
U.S. automakers began to lose market share to Japanese brands. The Big Three – General Motors, Chrysler and Ford
– were not only, slower to adapt to technological changes, but also, slower to respond to demand for smaller, more
fuel-efficient vehicles. In the early 1980s, the Big Three comprised about 75% of total U.S. auto sales, compared to
just 45% of sales today. Accordingly, motor vehicle output has declined from 4.5% of U.S. gross domestic product
(GDP) in the late 1960s to only 2.8% today.’ To illustrate how the American automotive industry has lagged the U.S.
economy, Meyer ’s report includes a 45-year chart of U.S. motor vehicle sales as a share of GDP. (See below.)”

•

The National Association of Realtors (NAR) reports its index of U.S. pending home sales declined by 0.4% to a reading
of 110.9 in June, citing an increase in mortgage rates from May was deterring some prospective buyers. Lawrence
Yun, the NAR’s chief economist, observed: “In addition to higher mortgage rates, pending home sales were also being adversely affected by a persistent lack of inventory. While closed sales could decline in the coming months, they
should remain above year-ago levels.”

•

Front Page Headline, Wall Street Journal – “Grand Bargain Eludes Congressional Budget Negotiations. White
House officials are accelerating meetings with Senate Republicans in Washington, in hopes of averting a deadlinedriven clash over federal spending this fall. However, the two sides remain far apart on basic questions of whether to
raise tax revenue and how to reduce the cost of Medicare. Recently, White House aides have met twice with a group
of eight Senate Republicans, as part of a search for compromise on some of the budget issues which have divided the
parties for years. The talks are aimed at averting a partial government shutdown this fall, which would result if the two
parties can’t agree on federal spending levels for the next fiscal year, as now seems likely, or strike an agreement to
raise the statutory debt limit. Appearing in a series of television interviews yesterday, Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew
predicted the country would likely reach its statutory debt limit, now $16.7 trillion (U.S.), sometime after Labour Day.
If lawmakers fail to raise the debt ceiling, the U.S. treasury will be unable to borrow money to pay all the nation’s bills.
Mr. Lew repeated that the White House wouldn’t allow deficit reduction talks deter from administration initiatives aimed
at short term economic growth. Moreover, he reiterated the administration’s position that it wouldn’t accept spending
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bills that boost military spending, at the expense of other priorities. For their part, Republicans in the talks have suggested changes to Medicare, including switching to a slower-growing gauge of inflation that would reduce benefits and
‘means-testing’ the program by charging wealthy senior citizens higher premiums. In the past, President Obama has
stated he could consider both ideas as part of a larger agreement. Republicans also proposed raising the eligibility
age for Medicare; a concept which the White House dislikes … Secretary Lew has stated that Congress must lift the
‘cloud of uncertainty’ it has created and raise the statutory debt limit without delay, because the White House won’t
negotiate with Congress concerning the debt ceiling. House Republican leaders have stated they would only vote to
raise the debt ceiling in exchange for new spending cuts. Notably, Secretary Lew didn’t say President Obama wouldn’t
accept a debt ceiling increase that included new spending cuts or other budget changes. Rather, the President said
that Congress must orchestrate a solution on its own. It is against this background that White House Chief of Staff
Denis McDonough and other senior aides plan to resume negotiations this week with the group of Senate Republicans.
Senator Bob Corker (R., Tenn.) who is part of the group, noted: ‘The purpose of the meetings is to deal with our fiscal
issues in more intelligent ways than now exist.” Political understatement of the month, if not the year!

Tuesday, July 30th
•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “Moody’s Downgrades Chicago’s Credit Rating to A3. Detroit’s recent
bankruptcy 9 filing is fostering additional scrutiny to the finances of Chicago, as the Illinois city’s struggle to contain
its murder rate and swelling pension costs result in its lowest credit rating in 26 years. Moody’s Investors Service
downgraded Chicago’s credit rating to A3 from AA3 on July 17th. with a negative outlook – four levels above junk status – and the lowest rating since 1987. Following the rating downgrade, Chicago’s 20-year outstanding bonds traded
31 basis points (1 basis point is equivalent to 1/100 of 1%) higher in yield to 5.28%. In addition to Chicago’s $8.2
billion (U.S.) of general obligations, Moody’s also downgraded $3.3 billion (U.S.) of water and sewer debt, $6.3 billion
(U.S.) of bonds issued by the Chicago Board of Education and $876 million (U.S.) of outstanding bonds of the Chicago
Park District; for a combined tally of $18.7 billion (U.S.)”

The skydeck of the Willis Tower in Chicago.

Source: Tim Boyle / Bloomberg News
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•

The New York-based Conference Board’s index of consumer sentiment declined to a reading of 80.3 in July from a
revised level of 82.1 in June, citing the higher cost of gasoline and higher interest rates for consumer loans.

•

Front Page Headline, Bloomberg News – “Russia’s Uralkali Breaks with Potash Cartel. AOA Uralkali – the world’s
largest potash producer – announced it is abandoning limits on output and exiting its marketing venture with Belarus,
after its neighbour undermined sales accords. The Potash Corp. of Saskatchewan, Mosaic Co. and Agrium Inc. are
also members of the cartel. In a telephone interview, Elena Sakhnova, an analyst at VTB Capital in Moscow, commented: ‘Uralkali’s announcement completely turns the global potash market upside down. If previously, global potash producers were acting like an oligopoly, working with the rule which benefited higher potash prices over shipped
volumes, now the market will be fully competitive.”

The Belaruskali potash mine about 130 kilometres south of Minsk, Russia.

•

Source: Reuters

Standard & Poor ’s /Case-Shiller reports their composite home price index of 20 major U.S. cities rose by 12.2% in May
on a year-over-year basis, the best gain since March 2006.
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•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “Swedish Warning. The hard data is in. Sweden’s GDP contracted by
0.1% in the 2nd. quarter, astonishing everybody who relies upon soft purchasing managers’ index (PMI) confidence
surveys. Year-over-year economic growth has been just 0.6% – half the level expected – and Sweden is supposed to
be a star performer in Europe. The chart below shows how Sweden’s manufacturing PMI has been performing.

It is why we should all take PMI data with a pinch of salt and why it is too early to conclude that the recent surge in
euro zone PMI surveys is much more than a dead cat bounce. The worry is that the European Central Bank (ECB)
and European Commission (EC) – who possess an almost totemic belief in the power of confidence – will mistake
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the current PMI bounce as a sign of genuine economic health and commit yet another of their serial errors. They will
fail to loosen monetary policy. If they are really stupid, they will allow further passive tightening beyond the 70 basis point increase in bond yields already caused by (the threat of) Fed tapering. While ECB President Mario Draghi
understands this, he does not have complete control of the central bank. All that he can do is lobby the (German)
Bundesbank. Outlined below is a chart of euro zone PMI trends over the last 20 years.

It missed the dotcom rollover in 2000. It was late to the trouble in 2007. It missed the troubles brewing in 2011. It
is all over the place, sometimes a leading indicator, sometimes lagging, but often random and meaningless. So, just
follow the actual hard data. There are fundamental and mathematical reasons why Europe remains in dire trouble.
Nominal gross domestic product (GDP) is contracting in several countries, causing debt dynamics to explode. The
broad M3 money supply has seen zero net growth since last October and lending to companies is contracting at an
accelerating rate. The fiscal multiplier is near two in the South and fiscal contraction is vicious. The confidence fairy
cannot overcome the powerful forces of European Monetary Union (EMU) contractionary strategy. As for Sweden, the
country had a housing boom and household debt bubble like everyone else. The reality is that the Scandinavian pillar
is not as strong as people think. There are no strong pillars in Europe.”

Wednesday, July 31st
•

“At a press conference following a 2-day meeting of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) in Washington,
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke stated: ‘Consistent with its statutory mandate, the Committee seeks to foster maximum employment and price stability. The Committee expects that, with appropriate policy accommodation,
economic growth will accelerate from its recent pace and the unemployment rate will gradually decline toward levels
the Committee judges consistent with its dual mandate. The Committee sees the downside risks to the outlook for the
economy and the labour market as having diminished since the fall. While the Committee recognizes that inflation,
persistently below its 2% objective, could pose risks to economic performance, it anticipates that the inflation rate will
gravitate toward its objective over the medium term.
To support a stronger economic recovery and to help ensure that inflation, over time, is at the rate most consistent
with its dual mandate, the Committee decided to continue purchasing additional agency mortgage-backed securities
at a pace of $40 billion (U.S.) per month and longer term Treasury securities at a pace of $45 billion (U.S.) per month.
The Committee is maintaining its existing policy of reinvesting principal payments from its holdings of agency debt
and agency mortgage-backed securities and of rolling over maturing Treasury securities at auction. Taken together,
these actions should maintain downward pressure on long-term interest rates, support mortgage markets and help to
make broader financial conditions more accommodative.” In other words, there is no change to the current FOMC
monetary policy of quantitative easing at this time.
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A rather beleaguered looking Fed Chairman Bernanke.

•

Source: Bloomberg News

Front Page Headline, Wall Street Journal – “IMF Warns Greece of Additional Financing Shortfall. In its latest assessment of the international bailout for Greece, the International Monetary Fund has alerted Greece that ‘it faces an
additional financing shortfall of nearly $14.6 billion (U.S.) by the end of 2015 and warned that the gap could become
greater if economic growth falls short of estimates.’ That figure is higher than earlier euro zone projections and
combined with the IMF’s estimate of the amount of debt relief Athens requires, could force Europe to cover any extra
financing needed to keep Greece afloat – including potential write-offs of rescue loans extended to Greece over the
past three years – in order to make the country’s debt load sustainable. That puts the IMF at odds with Germany –
the euro zone’s strongest member – where the government is avoiding talk of debt reductions and new Greek loans
ahead of its September elections. The IMF elaborated: ‘Without additional euro zone financing, Greece might not be
able to repay its loans to the IMF. That would make it even more difficult for Athens to access private financing, or
attract investment needed to spur (economic) growth’ ... In turn, it could then fuel financial problems throughout the
European Monetary Union (EMU), beginning in Portugal, Spain and Italy, ultimately spreading to the core economies
such as France, which is vulnerable to ailing members.”
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•

Payroll processor Automatic Data Processing (ADP) and Moody’s Analytics report private sector jobs in the U.S. increased by 200,000 in July, citing “The job market has admirably weathered the fiscal headwinds, tax increases and
government spending cuts. This bodes well for the next year when those headwinds are set to fade.”

Thursday, August 1st
•

Front Page Headline, Globe and Mail – ‘The Promise and the Prospect of a Crude Oil Pipeline to Saint John, N.B.
Trans Canada Corp. and Irving Oil Ltd. are joining forces to market Canada’s crude oil to the world, officially launching the proposed $12 billion (CAD) Energy East Pipeline and a $300 million (CAD) deep water marine terminal to be
constructed off the coast of St. John, New Brunswick. The Energy East Pipeline, subject to regulatory approval, promises to unlock new markets for landlocked Western Canadian suppliers by giving them access to eastern refineries
and global export markets through ports at Quebec City and St. John. Trans Canada CEO Russ Girling noted: ‘The
company expanded its original capacity plan to 1.1 million barrels per day – about one third of current Canadian oil
production – after Irving Oil successfully promoted the ambitious export option to energy producers. Both of these enterprises required innovative thinking and a strong belief that building critical infrastructure ties our country together,
making it stronger and more in control of its own destiny and this is true of Energy East.’ In a telephone interview,
Irving Oil President Paul Brown commented: ‘Canada has the world’s third largest basin of oil reserves and it’s the
only one in the world not connected to a major deep water port. So, we do feel that when this pipeline and marine
terminal is established and Western Canadian crude has access to a deep water port, there is going to be a substantial
opportunity for us and our partner Trans Canada.’ Initially, Trans Canada must obtain regulatory approval, consult
with scores of First Nations communities along the route and win over a public whose apprehensions will undoubtedly
be stoked by environmental groups eager to oppose the enterprise.”

•

The Labor Department reports U.S. initial claims for state unemployment benefits declined by 19,000 to 326,000 in
the week ended July 27th. from a revised 345,000 the prior week; while continuing claims fell by 52,000 to 2.95 million in the week ended July 20th. Those people who have exhausted their traditional benefits and are now receiving
emergency or extended benefits from state or federal programs declined by about 52,500 to 1.57 million in the week
ended July 13th.

•

The Tempe, Arizona-based Institute for Supply Management (ISM) reports its manufacturing index rose to a reading
of 55.4 in July from a level of 50.9 in June, citing gains in new orders, factory production and employment levels.
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•

The Commerce Department reports U.S. construction spending declined by 0.6% to an annual pace of $883.9 billion
(U.S.) in June following a 1.3% increase in May, citing government budget cuts

•

General Motors led automakers in July reporting U.S. vehicle sales rose by 16%, citing broad gains for all four brands;
as well as posting the most activity in leasing agreements in more than a decade. Sales of cars and light trucks for
Chrysler, Ford and Nissan all increased by 11%. Michelle Krebs, an auto research analyst at Edmunds.com noted:
“We expected it would be a very good leasing month. There’s such intense competition in that mid-size segment …
all one has to do is turn on the TV to see lease ad after lease ad.”

•

Front Page Headline, Financial Post – “Stagflation Looming as Bernanke’s Legacy: Rosenberg. In his daily economic report, Gluskin Sheff Chief Economist and Strategist David Rosenberg opines: “You cannot keep real short-term
(interest) rates negative for this long in the face of even modestly positive real economic growth without generating financial excesses today and inflationary pressures in the future. That’s why I continue to believe that the next
major theme – and the legacy of the Ben Bernanke (Federal Reserve) regime – will be stagflation. We began the
great secular bull market in bonds in 1981 with 15% inflation, 15% long-term bond yields and the mantra led by none
other than Henry Kaufman, who at the time spearheaded Salomon Brothers’ research department, was calling for
much higher inflation and long-term bond yields. However, what he and everyone else underestimated was the U.S.
Federal Reserve’s resolve to slay the inflation dragon. Because few of us in the financial business are old enough
to remember, I don’t think it is generally appreciated how deeply ingrained the inflation psychology was in the early
1980s. It took Paul Volcker a good four years and two severe recessions to kill inflation for good and it wasn’t until
the mid-1980s that the (fixed income) market bought in by finally taking bond yields out of double-digit terrain. So, I
would fundamentally view any (bond market) rally from here as a short-term one in the context of the last gasp of a
three-decade-old bond bull phase. Unless you believe in deflation/disinflation or an economic relapse – which is going to be difficult with the labour market gradually improving and organic wage income growth beginning to revive as
we saw in June – the ability to indefinitely to hold (bond) yields out on the curve negative in nominal GDP adjusted
terms, seems highly unlikely.
The lingering inflation/deflation debate is quite a fascinating one, especially since at no time in the past 60 years has
core inflation ever dipped below zero. Despite all the talk about deflation, it has never really happened in the U.S.
The core goods CPI has frequently deflated, but this segment ebbs and flows with the vagaries of the commodity cycle,
which is increasingly hinged to demand from Asia, principally China. The U.S. economy is a service sector economy
for the most part and core services, now running at close to a 2.5% annual rate, simply do not deflate. While deflation continues to dominate the thought process in the marketplace and in the boardrooms of the world’s major central
banks, the reality is (that) core inflation has bottomed. The core CPI is running at 1.6% on a year-over-year basis and,
(quite) frankly, it was lower at 0.6% in October 2010 and the low was 1.1% in the prior cycle from November 2003 to
January 2004 … This cycle saw debt forgiveness, write-downs galore, delinquencies and insolvencies, but the policydriven move towards higher inflation will help devalue the outstanding real level of what are still gargantuan liabilities,
especially on the government side of the equation. However, the big picture is that the lows in Treasury yields were
turned in a year ago when a three-decade secular bull market came to an end and a secular bear market was in its
infancy. Recall, if you will, the article penned by Mr. Bernanke on March 1st. last, entitled, ‘Long Term Interest Rates’
and you will see that the architect of today’s super-low interest rates sees the 10-year U.S. Treasury note yield moving from today’s 2.58% level to something closer to 4%, or even higher in the coming years. If you are an issuer, the
time for refinancing is now, not later. If you are an investor, don’t spend too long debating whether you should begin
to hedge your portfolio against the prospect of a rising long-term interest rate environment, even as central banks
continue to keep short-term policy yields at the floor. Wakeup call for Mr. Rosenberg: We find it most interesting
that within your strategy and outlook, you make only faint reference to the next battle in the American statutory
debt limit war, looming in September. With the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield at 2.50% – about 115 basis points
higher than its low point in 2012, we suggest that bond traders, fixed-income investors and businessmen alike
are far more worried about Washington political gridlock than they are about the potential mid-term level of
the rate of inflation.”

Friday, August 2nd
•

Front Page Headline, Financial Times – “IMF Forecasts Alarming Spanish Unemployment Outlook. In its annual
survey of the Spanish economy, the International Monetary Fund warned: ‘Spain’s weak (economic) recovery will constrain employment gains, with the unemployment (rate) remaining above 25% in 2018 … Historically, Spain has never
generated net employment when the economy grew less than 1.5 to 2%. Yet (economic) growth is not projected to
reach these levels even in the medium term. Thus, reducing unemployment to its structural level – still a very likely
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high 18% – by the end of the decade would require a significant improvement in labour market dynamics.’ In a conference call with journalists, James Daniel, the IMF’s mission chief for Spain stated succinctly: ‘The Spanish reform
effort must continue.”
•

The Labor Department reports U.S. non-farm payrolls increased by a seasonally adjusted 162,000 in July, while the official unemployment rate declined to 7.4% from 7.6%. However, the number of new jobs created in May and June were
downwardly revised by a combined 26,000. Julia Coronado, chief North American economist at BNP Paribas in New
York, commented: “While this isn’t a disaster of a report, it reveals the U.S. remains vulnerable to a slower economic
growth performance. This isn’t the kind of progress that the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) would like to
see. At the margin, it keeps them cautious.”

•

Markit Economics reports its U.K. construction activity index rose to a reading of 57 in July from a level of 51 in June.
Tim Moore, an economist at Markit cited: “July’s survey highlights a new wave of optimism across the construction
sector, with companies reporting a pace of expansion in excess of anything seen over the past three years. The swing
back to output growth broadened to include commercial and civil engineering activity, although housing construction
remains one thing crucial to the sector ’s strong upturn at present.” Conversely, Howard Archer, an economist at
IHS Global Insight, noted: “The upside for construction activity continues to be constrained by limited public sector
projects amid tightened government spending; while the past extended weakness of the economy means that private
commercial activity may take a longer time to improve.”
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•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “Greece Should Defy the Gunboat Creditors.

Source: Associated Press

In a Daily Telegraph blog, International Business Editor Ambrose Evans-Pritchard opines: The International Monetary
Fund’s (IMF) latest report on Greece lays bare the country’s grotesque situation and exposes the charade of European Monetary Union (EMU) policy, (See also, IMF Warns Greece of Additional Financing Shortfall – Wednesday,
July 31st.) stating that public debt will reach 176% of gross domestic product (GDP) this year, despite the haircut already imposed on pension funds, insurers and sovereign wealth funds (Norway for instance) who loyally stood behind
Greece after categorical assurances by EMU leaders that Europe would never let an EMU sovereign state default.
Greece’s debt level is supposed to return to 124% of GDP by 2020; a figure for some reason deemed sustainable.
Obviously, such a feat is preposterous in an economy which is still contracting violently, has seen a decline in exports
over the last year, still has a current account deficit of 6% and (in my view) still has a badly overvalued currency. This
target can only be achieved by massive debt write-downs. The IMF stated: “The commitment of Greece’s European
partners to provide debt relief as needed to keep debt on the programmed path remains, therefore, a critical part of the
situation.” IMF mission chief Poul Thomsen was explicit on Wednesday, saying the only question is how much it will
have to be. There is already an 11 billion euro shortfall to meet targets by the end of this year, but that is a fraction
of the losses that inevitably, must be realized. Yet German Chancellor Angela Merkel insists there can be no second
package of debt relief. She knows all too well that the next haircut is for German taxpayers – plus of course, Dutch,
Finnish, Austrian, French, Italian and Spanish taxpayers – who have yet to suffer one bent Pfennig in losses handed
out like confetti. All EMU ‘solidarity’ to date has been in the form of loans, adding further debt. There have been no
grants or transfers. The rhetorical pledges to save the euro have been entirely cost-free for taxpayers of the creditor
states. The moment this begins to cost real money, we will enter a new phase of the EMU saga. That is why Greece
remains neuralgic, even if it is completely insignificant (apologies to Greek friends) in global macro terms. At that
point, Mrs. Merkel will have to explain to the Bundesbank why large losses must be written into the budget and why
other line items may need to be cut: perhaps, social welfare benefits in Ruhr. She will be forced to explain why the
liability ceiling of 211 billion euros for EMU rescue (packages) agreed (upon) with such solemnity – following furious
debate – has been breached. This cannot be countenanced either prior to the German elections in September, or
for the sake of appearances, immediately afterwards. That would be too cynical. So, the ghastly decision has been
quietly deferred to some vague point in 2014 and even then it may not happen, unless the Greeks start to play rough.
So, Greek society continues to be broken on the wheel to suit the electoral calendar of northern Europe and Greece’s
own ruling elites still refuse to acknowledge that continued membership in the EMU is preventing (economic) recovery.
In its famous mea culpa earlier this year, the IMF admitted that the troika bailouts had been scandalously botched;
that the (economic) growth forecasts had ben delusional; that loans had been disbursed (the biggest in IMF history as
the share of any country’s quota), in violation of three of the IMF’s four key guidelines on rescue packages and that
the whole policy was designed to save the euro, not to save Greece. In other words, they admitted that the IMF had
allowed itself to be highjacked by European politicians for the benefit of the European Project. Yet, having bravely
come clean, they are still playing along with this game. Let us hope that this dirty episode does not destroy a splendid
organization which has served the world well (with hiccups like East Asia in 1998) since the Second World War. The
IMF states that Greek GDP has already contracted by 25% since the peak in 2007. It expects the economy to con-
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tract by 4.2% this year, with a tentative recovery of 0.6% in 2014. However, the Greek think tank IOBE expects GDP
to decline by 5% this year and it has been far more accurate throughout this crisis. The IOBE’s latest report states
‘sudden death’ has been prevented by the troika, but little else: “Private consumption contraction is likely to intensify
during the current year to reach about minus 9% and the decline in investment is expected to reach about 10%. The
illusion that the threat of economic collapse has irreversibly passed, should be avoided. One gets the impression that
the external partners and large sections of the Greek economy and society more easily accept the solution of adjustment through deep recession, (rather) than active policies which will remove the key weaknesses of the economy.
The restructuring of the public sector has made minimal progress, while the relationship of the public administration
with the general public and the business sector – a major weakness in the past – has not been placed on new foundations. The downsizing of the public sector through horizontal cuts of wages and jobs certainly provides a fiscal
respite; however, it is not sufficient in order to improve its efficiency. Moreover, the tax system has not yet become
simplified, more stable or transparent. The restructuring of the mechanism for tax collection and audit has not made
much progress. The full computerization and linking of the information systems of the public institutions has not been
completed. Red tape, overregulation and ambiguous and uncertain legislative framework, still create an unbearable
burden on the households and the enterprises, while the justice system has not improved significantly.” The Troika is
nothing more than an enforcer for the northern creditor powers, insisting on its pound of flesh … Neither has anything
been resolved in Greece, Portugal, Cyprus, Spain, or Italy; nor, will there be under the current contractionary policy
structure. These nations will remain trapped in economic slumps and mass unemployment until they take matters into
their own hands, form a debtors’ cartel, confront the gunboat creditors head-on from a position of strength and dictate
the outcome. However, they must first defenestrate their own cowed elites.
•

Front Page Headline, Washington Post – “Budget Truce Appears Unlikely as Congress Sets for Summer Recess.
This week, a House bill would have embraced the sequester – deep automatic budget cuts – designed to shrink the
federal government. A Senate bill would have ended the sequester, restoring billions of dollars for infrastructure.
However, congressional Republicans tacitly rejected both approaches to next year ’s budget, leaving frustrated lawmakers wondering how they will manage to keep the federal government open past September, much less resolve a
broader conflict over the rising national debt, rapidly approaching $17 trillion (U.S.). As Congress prepared for a fiveweek summer break, the prospects for progress on any front in the endless Washington budget war, appeared excruciatingly dim. Without an agreement to deal with the sequester and fund federal agencies in fiscal 2014, the government
will shut down on October 1st. A few weeks later, the Department of the Treasury will face the risk of default unless
Congress can agree to raise the $16.7 trillion (U.S.) federal statutory debt limit. To date, Republicans have refused
to open official negotiations with Democrats, either over a budget blueprint for 2014, or over specific spending bills
such as the $54 billion (U.S.) transportation and housing legislation which Senate Republicans rejected yesterday …
Senate Budget Committee Chairman Patty Murray (D-Wash.), who worked with Senator Susan Collins (R-Maine) to
draft the transportation bill, believes GOP leaders have maneuvered themselves into a corner: ‘The conundrum is that
Republicans know sequestration levels don’t work, but they can’t figure out how to open the door to solving this problem. They have fought so forcefully for the tea party agenda – arguing that there is not one good dime spent at the
federal level – that they don’t know how to get off that (position) and move to compromise.’ Senior Republican aides
in the House are counting on President Obama to agree to extend the sequester deadline past October 1st., keeping
the government open and giving lawmakers more time to strike a grand bargain.”

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) Center

Source: AFP/Getty Images
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•

Front Page Headline, Daily Telegraph U.K. – “Richmond Fed Senior Economist Severely Critical of ECB. In a rare
breach of central bank etiquette, a ‘white paper ’ written in July by the Richmond Federal Reserve’s senior economist
Richard Hetzel, was severely critical of European Central Bank policies to wit: ‘Most importantly, the ECB must recognize that Europe’s problems are more than structural. It should stop using monetary policy as a lever for achieving
structural changes and end its contractionary (austerity) policy. The ECB lacks a coherent strategy for creating the
monetary base required to sustain the money creation necessary for a growing economy. So, it appears hamstrung by
institutional problems and acts on the mistaken premise that excess debt is the cause of the euro zone crisis, when
the real cause is the collapse of economic growth, which in turn, has spawned a debt crisis which could have been
avoided’ … Jacques Cailloux, an analyst at Nomura, commented: ‘The ECB should be cutting (administered interest)
rates to zero. Europe has seen some improvement in confidence and localized easing of credit in a few countries;
however, it remains a very open question whether this is a sustainable (economic) recovery.”
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“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” Santayana

